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1 Setting

A client or a group of clients are storing data in a untrusted, 3rd party server. They want to make sure that
file integrity (i.e. only authorized users can modify the contents of the file) is conserved.

Digital signatures have a following structure:

• key gen(1k) = sk, pk

• sign(sk, m) = �

• verify(m, �, pk) = yes/no

2 Assumptions

• Attacker cannot create or forge a signature for a new message

• Collision-Resistant Hash (CRH) assumes that no attacker can find x16=x2 such that h(x1)=h(x2)

• Users do not communicate only via server

• Every user that is legitimately allowed to modify a file is trusted, but other non-authorized users are
considered fully malicious

• Server is fully compromised

• Every user has his or her public key and every user knows the public keys of others who can change
the file

3 Fetch-Modify Consistency Problem

Fork attack becomes a concern if a malicious server forks a view to di↵erent group of users by returning files
that are not up-to-date. Hence, maintaining a consistency of the freshness of files becomes a problem.

Freshness is impossible to guarantee if:

• users do not have out of bound channel

• no expectation of when user is online

• server is malicious
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4 Fork Consistency

Definition: If user A sees that user B fetches or modifies a file at time t, then this means that A saw all of
B’s prior changes as well.

4.1 Strawman File System

Typically, every time a request is received and responded by a server, the server stores a history of those
requests. For each response, the server stores the nature of that request (i.e. fetch or modify), identity of the
user who requested, a digital signature of that user, and the content of the file that is modified (if modified).
So, in a typical file exchange between a server and a client, let’s say Alice, how does the client make sure
the integrity of the file is not breached?

1. Alice downloads the entire history beginning from Alice’s most recent modification. Then, Alice checks

2. Alice checks all signatures. For each signature, check whether the identity of the user matches that of
the digital signature using that user’s known public key. Also, check whether the user is authorized to
access the file.

The major problem with this approach is that it requires a large bandwidth in the network to download
the history of a file.

4.2 SUNDR Solution

SUNDR significantly reduces the burden on the bandwidth by using a di↵erent data structure called version
structure list (VSL). The server stores the history of a file in a radically di↵erent structure. VSL contains a
version vector, identity of the user, and the digital signature of that user, let’s say Bob. The version vector
contains a snapshot of states of all files observed by Bob. The states are expressed with two elements: (1)
the identity of the latest user who modified the file and (2) version number. The version number here refers
to how many iteration of modification the latest user has made on the file so far. In addition, this version
number is updated in case of fetching files as well to ensure that freshness of the file is up-to-date. For
example, a version vector looks like the following:

�
Bob� 2, Chris� 3, Dan� 4, Eddie� 1, ...)

with each index of the vector referring to a specific file. This data structure is lot smaller than that of
strawman file system which contained contents of the modified files.
If a fork attack ever occurs, then it will be detected immediately when di↵erent users with forked view
(therefore, di↵erent version vectors) communicate with each other. The problem is that if they never com-
municate then the fork will stay diverged forever.
Note that fork consistency by no means guarantee freshness of a file. However, it is the closest notion that
we have so far to guarantee freshness.
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